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Successful identification of a therapeutic strategy to treat patients with

periimplantitis remains extremely important as post-implant bone degradation

leads to implant failure and extreme bone loss. Given that the establishment

of a new drug is quite expensive and time-consuming, the drug repurposing

approach has come in handy. It helps to identify the experimental drugs that

are beyond the purview of the initial clinical indication. In our current study, we

propose a three-step drug repurposing approach in treating peri-implant bone

defects and investigating the action of the FDA approved drugs to inhibit the

key protein Sclerostin, involved in bone degradation. As the preliminary step,

we differentiated the gene expression pattern in periimplantitis and dentate

patients with their drug-induced profiles to identify the primary lead

candidates. As the second step, we employed the computational biology

approach to evaluate the protein-drug interaction and segregate the best hits

among the identified lead compounds. Finally, the mode of action network for

each candidate is established with the help of literature support, and the drug

enrichment and pathway analysis are performed on the target genes in the

network to evaluate the drug efficacy. This approach provided us with a drug

interaction profile and specific genes and biomarkers to target bone

mineralization in peri-implantitis. Thus, our three-step drug repurposing

method is consistent with identifying the drug molecules with high efficacy and

developing an efficient therapeutic strategy to treat peri-implantitis.

.

Abstract

• Our analysis identified drugs used in clinical practice including spiperone and hydrocortisone, out of 

which a few were already reported for peri-implantitis.

• The drug spiperone is known for successful nuclear translocation of SMAD, which is required for BMP 

and further Wnt pathway activation. Since sclerostin is a Wnt antagonist, the action of spiperone and 

similar drugs can be a possible therapy to prevent permanent bone loss.

• The pathway enrichment has identified the proteasome pathway being involved in peri-implantitis.

• The enrichment analysis and MOA network established the gene-drug relationship. 

• The GSK3b, which is inactivated for Wnt activation, along with 150 other genes were overexpressed, 

while bone-forming BMPIR and related genes were downregulated in peri-implantitis samples.

• Additionally on inspecting the positive gene expression during peri-implantitis, we identified that 

HIST1H2AC, VCP, HSPA5, PPP1R7 and MSN present in the data set were key proteins interacting with 

Sclerostin SOST. (Further studies are being performed)

Introduction

Data sources: 1) Gene expression data comparing peri implantitis and healthy controls were 

downloaded from Affymetrics Microarray data in Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with an accession 

code GSE57631. 2) Drug-induced gene expression data are retrieved from LINCS1000 FWD dataset 

that provides differentially expressed genes (DEGs) with z score. The FDA approved drug targets are 

retrieved from DrugBank database with gene signatures and known targets to perform repurposing 

analysis. 3) Gene ontology annotation and pathway enrichment analysis were performed using DAVID 

software. 4) The protein-protein (PPI) interaction were analyzed and visualized in cytoscape software. In 

the network, the nodes are genes, and the edges are PPI between nodes.

Data Analysis: 1) The top 250 up/down regulated DEGs with fold change were detected using GEO2r 

tool. 2) The drug repositioning is calculated using weighed/normalized/terminal connectivity scores. 3) 

The final drug targets are identified, and Drug Set Enrichment Analysis (DSEA) is done on the drug 

candidates. 4) Mode of Action (MOA) is developed for each drug candidate and the potential MOAs are 

identified using KEGG pathway analysis. 5) The Module is analysed using DAVID tool.

Materials and Methods

❖ A successful dental implantation highly depends on the Osseo-integration of the dental implant and

intra-oral tissue. Most of the time when the implants are introduced to the oral tissue, the implant-

tissue interface breaks down at the crestal and further into the endosteal regions.

❖ Peri-implantitis is caused by the gum surrounding a tooth implant becoming inflected. Peri-

implantitis causes and risk factors include: Poor oral hygiene. Tobacco use.

❖ This BMP (Bone morphogenic protein) antagonist mimic has its main function in promoting apoptosis

of bone cells and inhibiting osteo-regeneration through catalyzing bone resorption.

❖ In order to minimize the bone loss, the mainstay treatment is to promote bone remineralization by

blocking the sclerostin expression and activate Wnt signaling. It is a great deal to achieve such

stability naturally and thus, it should be synthetically induced. It can be done using bone-analogies

like Dicckopf-1 or sclerostin antibody (Romosozumab) treatment.

❖ Drug repurposing is an absolute strategy for discovering a novel application of the already existing

drugs that are approved in the market. It helps to identify the experimental drugs that are beyond the

purview of the initial medical indication, which is an added advantage over finding an entirely new

drug for a given clinical indication.

❖ Therefore, we felt that there is a need discover and establish the new purpose of already approved

drugs from the FDA drug database, as dual function drugs for sclerostin inhibition.

Results

Thus, we established a framework for drug repurposing and presented a list of repositioning candidates for Peri-implantitis. we believe that this systematic drug discovery could be of particular use in the discovery of novel 

effective pharmacological therapies for peri-implant diseases.

Conclusion
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